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INTRO 

We visited three Peruvian artisans in the workshop, one from the cost, one from the mountains and one 

from the jungle. It was a resume of how can we understand Peruvian geography and culture.  All artisans 

were living in Lima within a 40km distance from each other. Antonio, the artisan from the mountains 

came to Lima from Ayacucho, one of the cities that was most affected by the late 80’s – early 90’s civil 

war. He produced in a very traditional way handicraft objects; sometimes his designs depended on what 

the client wanted but he enjoyed the most crafting and painting stories that reminded him his 

Ayacucho, childhood memories and traditions. Then we went to visit a local contemporary artist from 

Lima, Rafael Lanfranco, his work have been influenced by Japanese anime esthetics and have built a 

collections of characters in a Huaco shape, the Huaco was an Incas vases that was made with pot and is 

probably the most iconic piece of cratmanship, but he have given a contemporary expression. He also 

have elaborated a whole cosmology of characters and explained us how he is making a profitable 

business from his work. He finished law school but now he is dedicating all of his time to his art.  We 

finished our day trip visiting a displaced community from the amazon, the Shipiobo – Konibo, they 

moved next to a highway some blocks from the historic center of Lima to a place named Canta Gallo. 

There they recently survived a mayor fire that almost vanish all their temporal wood houses they were 

living in. We talked to Maria, one of the leaders of the community and she explained us that they 

wanted to come to Lima looking for better education for their children and better health services, she 

also told us how by making Amazonian artisanship was helping them to survive one day at a time. We 

were impressed by their resilience of their community and by the complexity, time and labor intensive 

of some of their works. 

LIMA GEOGRAPHY 

Lima, which makes 30% of the population of Peru, is located at the middle of the cost. Last year it was 

flooded with rains because La Niña phenomena warmed a couple of degrees the Pacific Ocean and that 

precipitate the condensation process making heavy rains in a city where it never rains causing rivers to 

flood parts of the city destroying whole neighborhoods and parts of the city. This happens around every 

10 years witch evidence our lack of planning for the future on the most basic levels. 

As an architecture professor I have dealt with the future exploring with the students disaster design in 

multiple levels, making 1:1 prototypes for emergency shelters, then realizing that the shelter only covers 

1/3 of the time and only one task (sleep) of the emergency. We then moved to making better 

emergency camps and all the in between tasks people in emergencies need to do. Finally, we tried to 

avoid the emergency all together designing new, cheap, fast to build, sustainable, industrialized projects 

so we can relocate all the people that lives in risk areas near to potential floods, on the skirts of the 

mountains, fragile buildings, etc. It was also a great learning experience by doing, actually building the 

projects with real materials, chronograms and budgets. 

 

 

http://www.rafaellanfranco.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huaco_(pottery)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shipibo-Conibo_people
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/ninonina.html


IMPACT 

From the workshop students took a lot home but I believe for me was part of a pivotal point in my 

carrier. In the mid 90’s I started studying architecture in Mexico where identity and respect for their 

heritage was a given. Luis Barragan conquered the design world and formed my education beyond a 

modernist or postmodernist agenda.  I came back to Peru to finish my architecture studies and I got 

fixed on finding a similar phenomenon like Barragan, I knew the difference from a copycat and a 

disciple, the copycat takes for goal the master and the disciple takes the master as a starting point. I was 

bugged to see two countries that were so alike, their people, their culture, their complex social issues, 

and their latinoness; nonetheless, Peru did not have that sense of Identity that Mexico had. When I 

came back from Mexico in 1997 Peruvians where not proud of being Peruvians. I failed at finding that 

Peruvian architecture / identity, I worked on some formal studies or did some identities clichés designs 

here and there but nothing more. Our true heritage was beyond aesthetics. 

MY OWN HERITAGE 

After the workshop I started trying to understand what our real heritage was, what was something that 

our ancestors did best and what lessons can be learn today from them. Their textiles, their abstract 

designs that expressed their daily life, fascinated me.  However, it was not until I started to understand 

what they believed in when it started to make some sense. The Incas in their Cosmo vision did not 

separate nature from us humans. We are here, in the universe, in a perfect equilibrium with nature. If 

we take, we give.  They understood that that balance was fundamental. That is how they choose where 

to build, how they build and how they planed their cities. A great example is Machu Picchu where one 

cannot see the line where nature ends and where architecture stars, it is all one. Where and how they 

inhabit the deserts, mountains or jungle, and how they respect the natural phenomena are great lessons 

we should follow today. They also did not have the concept of ownership, they did not believe in 

possessions; in reality, we do not own anything. For them the whole was the same as one and 

everything they did they did it in those terms.    

GASTRONOMY 

After I came back from New York in 2010 some things had changed, Peruvians where proud to be 

Peruvians, contrary to the world, Peruvian economy was booming and a sense of identity started to 

thrive. One of the most important identity elements of our culture was also starting to be recognized 

worldwide, our gastronomy. For us, food is common ground, is the one thing we all can agree and enjoy. 

It is also a good way to describe our mixed ethnicity. Our food is great because we have great 

geography, almost all the different ecosystems of the world, the cold pacific ocean also helps but mainly 

we have cultures from all over the world. They all migrated with their gastronomy secrets just to evolve 

in a crossover of ingredients, flavors and aromas that have made our current gastronomy one of a kind. 

Gaston Acurio, the most renowned Peruvian chef acquired international fame for being in the front of 

this revolution. What made other international chefs like Ferrand Adria (el Bulli) pay attention to him 

was that Gaston started to include on his cuisine discourse the farmers; he put on the map the 

producers of the food and celebrated how important they were. He converted the high-end cuisine into 

a social agenda. However, the creations that I am currently mostly interested is from the couple Virgilio 

Martinez and Pia Leon, owners of Central, #1 ranked restaurant in Latino America. They created a menu 

that understood the food by the different altitudes Peru have, by ecological floors. The plates are 

understood as a whole, the crap cannot be without the small algae that is attached to the salty sea 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luis_Barrag%C3%A1n
http://salkawind.com/blog/archives/151
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gbj1AuvTCeM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gbj1AuvTCeM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machu_Picchu
http://www.astridygaston.com/
http://www.elbullifoundation.com/
http://www.centralrestaurante.com.pe/


stone, so the plate is a whole ecosystem including the rock from the sea. For some is just part of the 

plating but I believe it is a clear way of understanding our place, an opportunity to explore our identity. 

There are very few things as powerful as the memory of place.  We sense the places with all our senses, 

our skin feels the weather, we smell the sea, etc. We as a culture are shape by the place we inhabit. 

THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE 

The next semester agenda for the design studio is very much inspired by the souvenirs from the future 

workshop. To think the future as a way to challenge the present, our new studio will address the 

growing borders of the city that are predating nature, this is actually happening in almost all our growing 

cities in the country and none are growing with a plan. How can we live, work and play within an 

equilibrium with nature in a sustainable way, how can we give back to nature? 

One of the goals of the Souvenirs from the Future workshop was bringing up a more local – non western 

vision of future – I believe the Incas had one of the best design for the future, or for their present (for 

the Incas time wasn’t linear, it was circular). The notion of reciprocity with nature is our only guaranteed 

plan that ensure the continuity of our species in this planet.  

_GALLINAZO (Black Vulture) 

The project Gallinazo deals subtly with a social agenda, besides the obvious witch is making a critic to 

the lack of education of the people in Lima that litters the streets have. Putting the bird as a superior 

species than humans being and being they who patrols our behaviors is already a great scenario. The 

black vulture is a scavenger bird not a bird of prey, it does not have the finesse of a hawk nor the 

elegance of an eagle or the presence of a condor, but it does something better than the other birds, it 

locates where the trash is. The decision of how to clothe the Gallinazo is critical design, it empowers the 

bird to the highest level of our memory, an Inca, it ennobles and embellish him, and his wrinkled head 

and distorted peak are adorned with a shiny gold armor contrasting the blackness of the feathers. 

Suddenly a second-class bird as currently classified by science becomes a super hero, a super bird.  

_BIOLOGICAL TATTOO 

The Biological tattoo presets a scenario that takes on another big social issue using the tools of critical 

design. Presenting a situation where future Peruvians are forced to migrate from city to city tackles the 

local migration phenomena where 2/3 of the Peruvian population wants to migrate to Lima where the 

other third already lives. Being critical with the current situation of Peru being an ultra-centralized 

country. The idea of an AI analyzing your DNA and deciding to witch location you will have to move next 

deals with the current migrating situation in Peru but also tackles the global migration issues. Being 

forced to move and knowing different places and cultures might help us understand each other much 

better and live along as the multicultural country that we are. 

_PRESERVE THE MEMORY 

This project deals with our own heritage and how as a country are losing our identity. As migration 

evolves into the second or third generation don’t want to keep with the traditions of their parents, in 

Lima there is still a stigma that if you are not originally from Lima you are looked down so the children of 

migrants sometimes negates their own history or their heritage. The device they produced critics this 

situation and propose to preserve the memory linking the blood of the users literally to unlock the 



stories of their ancestors. They play around the idea of cooking together a traditional meal with the 

grandmother recipe where all their senses are activated by the smell, colors, textures, etc. also 

triggering their most rooted memories. Using DNA as a tool to understand their very own past can help 

to preserve their own heritage that they will be making as well.  

CODA 

In all three projects the students produced link to each other dealing with current social issues, they are 

critical with the status quo in our society. They looks deep in our traditions and heritage to design the 

souvenirs from their future and proposed extreme scenarios to finally produced beautiful objects to 

remind us not the utopic / dystopia futures but more as reminders of what can we change here and 

now. 


